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Important Numerological Constants
Full Name : Rishi Pratap Singh
Nick Name : Chunnu
Birth Date : 18@12@1975
Birth Day : Thursday
Root Number (Moolank) : 9

2Heart Desire Number :
18Birth Day Number :
9Name Number (Nick Name) :
3Name Number (Namank) :
7Destiny Number (Bhagyank) :

9Minor Expression Number :
9Hidden Passion Number :
3, 4, Karmic Debt Number :
1Personality Number :

3Minor Personality Number :
6Minor Heart Desire Number :

MarsLord
9Root Number

Numerological Particulars

Friendly Number
Jagadmba, Hanuman, Kul Devta or BhairavFavorable Deity

6, 8Neutral Number
5, 4Enimy Number

Mangal Yantra or Sattayesha Yantra, 
Chhattisa Yantra

Lucky Yantra

1, 3, 6, 9Favorable No.(Business)
27Exalted Number

Copper, Gold, Electric ObjectFavorable Metal
Jagdamba, Hanuman, Kuldevta or BhairavFast  Prayer

1, 3, 6, 9Favorable No. (Marriage)

NormalCharacter

9, 18, 27Favorable Dates
1, 3, 7, 9Favorable No. (Romance)

BileBody Chemical Factor
FireElement

26, 33Most Important Years
27, 36, 45, 54, 63, 72, 81, 90Favorable Years

Perfect/GoodHealth
IntrovertMental State

Sunday, Tuesday, Thursday, MondayFavorable Day
21 March to 29 April, 22 October to 20 Favorable Months

ObeseHair
SourTaste

Sun, Mars, Jupiter, MoonBenefic Planet

Religious, Spiritual, Believer of own mindTemprament

Scorpio, Sagittarius, PiscesFriendly Sign
Mercury, RahuMalefic Planet

After SunriseTime Period of the Day
MarrowParts of Body

ManSex
Scorpio, Sagittarius, PiscesFriendly Lagna

HotBody Temprature
SummerWeather

LazyPosture

StrongPhysic

Red, Vermilion, OrangeAuspicious Color
SouthDirection

3, 6, 9Compatible Year 
Numbers

Mountain, Waterfall, River, ForestDesired Places

Views Idealistic
Suitable Profession Administrator, Manager

Lucky Gems Coral
Favorable Mantra AUM KRAM KRIM KRAUM SAH BHAUMAYE 

NAMAH

Nature Wrangler

Favorable Semi-Stone Lupus Gem, Red Turmali

Behaviour Aggressive
Sprituality Patience

Inauspicious Color Black, Purple, Dark Brown
Favorable Gems Coral

Lucky Flower Red Oleanders
Lucky Fragrance Rose, Saffron

Liquid Linseed Oil, Mustard

Things Molasses, Saffron, Kidney Bean, Red 
SandalCereals Lentil, Wheat

Lo-Shu Grid
Mindsutra's Numerology 10
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Important Numerological Constants
Full Name : Rishi Pratap Singh (99189 791217 19578)
Nick Name : Chunnu (383553)
Birth Date : 18@12@1975
Birth Day : Thursday
Root Number (Moolank) : 9

2Heart Desire Number :
18Birth Day Number :
9Name Number (Nick Name) :
3Name Number (Namank) :
7Destiny Number (Bhagyank) :

9Minor Expression Number :
9Hidden Passion Number :

3] 4] 6Karmic Debt Number :

1Personality Number : 3Minor Personality Number :
6Minor Heart Desire Number :

Lo-Shu Grid Vedic Numeroscope

Lo-Shu Grid Lo-Shu Grid

Date of Birth based Date of Birth based

Full Name Numbers based Nick Name Numbers based
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In your Lakshmi Yantra (Low-Shu Grid) the numbers 8, 5 and 2 are 
producing positive diagonal arrows. The arrow made from these 
numbers is called the arrow of determination. You will be patient, 
determined, persevering and active. You will never ignore your  
goal,keep an eye on it and wait for the right time. You will be 
decisively proactive when the appropriate time comes.

Positive arrow is being created in your Lakshmi Yantra (Low-Shu 
Grid) by the numbers 1, 5 and 9. This arrow is formed in the middle 
vertical line and it is called arrow of willpower. You will be a 
very stubborn, persistent, argumentative and determined person.  
Withyour firm intentions and perseverance, you will achieve success 
in your work. You will not stop until you achieve your set goal.  
Youwill argue on various topics and give your concrete views.

The presence of the numbers 9 and 7 in your Lakshmi Yantra (Lo-Shu 
Grid) is producing small arrows. You will be a confident and 
positive minded person. You will face difficult situations with a 
calm mind and keep the belief in your mind that whatever happens 
will be good.

The presence of 1 and 7 numbers in your Lakshmi Yantra (Low-Shu 
Grid) leads to the formation of small arrows. You will be highly 
interested in science and discovering the hidden truth. You will be 
interested in uncovering the secrets of this world. You will be so 
busy with your studies that you will be confined to your research 
work.

Number 3 is not present in your Lo Shu grid, you may get less 
blessings of your teachers and God. Despite hard work, success may 
not be achieved or sometimes a little success may be achieved. You 
may lack self-confidence, due to which it may be difficult to 
express yourself to others in times of need.

The number 4 is not present in your Lo-shu grid, you may get 
engrossed in your thoughts and deviate from the right direction.  
Youmay find it difficult to work by sticking to a fixed routine.  
Youmay not like being bound by discipline. Usually you may prefer  
tolive in a chaotic manner. You may lack patience, stamina and 
practicality. Your life cannot be easy unless you develop patience 
and tolerance. Unless you change the way you look at life, you may 
have to face difficulties in achieving success.

Number 6 is not present in your Lo Shu grid, you may lack material 

Analysis of Lo-Shu Grid (Laxmi Yantra) - Date Of Birth

Rishi Pratap Singh  (Date of Birth : 18:12:1975 )
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comforts and luxuries along with family happiness. You cannot focus 
too much on your responsibilities. You cannot give too much 
importance to domestic matters or take them lightly. Some people  
mayeven consider you irresponsible. Sometimes you may face problems 
in your relationship. Your number of friends and supporters may be 
very less. You will also get an opportunity to learn your 
responsibilities. Although you may feel this burden in the 
beginning, but once the circumstances become favorable, you will  
getvery auspicious results.

Number 1 is appearing thrice in your Lakshmi Yantra (Low-Shu Grid). 
You will be extrovert and entertaining. You will either be very 
talkative or will be very quiet and introspective. In fact, you  
willbe both talkative and serious, which means that there may be 
conflict in your personality, whose expression will depend on the 
circumstances.

Number 2 is appearing once in your Lakshmi Yantra (Low-Shu Grid). 
You will naturally be a good judge for others. You will have a 
supernatural power and the wisdom to see through other people's 
disloyalty. You will be adept at taking out the essence of the  
otherperson in a single glance. You will be very sensitive and 
intuitive. But you can easily get hurt and angry too.

Number 5 is appearing once in your Lakshmi Yantra (Low-Shu Grid). 
You will be the one to encourage and inspire others. You will be 
emotionally stable and balanced. Your kind and caring nature 
encourages others to positively reinforce themselves in a way that 
enables them to achieve and perform much more than they deserve.

Number 7 is appearing once in your Lakshmi Yantra (Low-Shu Grid). 
You may suffer loss in health, property and love affairs in your 
life and from these losses you can learn the most important lessons 
of life. You will become more mature as you learn from life's 
thrusts and your interest in esoteric and spiritual activities will 
increase as you walk the path of life.

Number 8 is appearing once in your Lakshmi Yantra (Low-Shu Grid). 
You will be a person with a restless, unstable and active mind, 
prone to mental challenges. You will be very methodical, immaculate 
and quick about the details. Although you will often start tasks 
with enthusiasm, you may find it difficult to complete them later.

The number 9 is appearing once in your Lakshmi Yantra (Low-Shu 
Grid). Most of the people living in the present time must have 9 
digits at least once in their numerological horoscope. You will be 
extremely ambitious, with a strong will power for self-improvement. 

Rishi Pratap Singh  (Date of Birth : 18:12:1975 )
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You will be a true humanist and idealist. You will have the ability 
to make the right choice between right and wrong. You will make 
continuous efforts to improve yourself and you will have a strong 
desire for progress. 

Rishi Pratap Singh  (Date of Birth : 18:12:1975 )
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In your Lakshmi Yantra (Low-Shu Grid) the numbers 8, 5 and 2 are 
producing positive diagonal arrows. The arrow made from these 
numbers is called the arrow of determination. You will be patient, 
determined, persevering and active. You will never ignore your  
goal,keep an eye on it and wait for the right time. You will be 
decisively proactive when the appropriate time comes.

Positive arrow is being created in your Lakshmi Yantra (Low-Shu 
Grid) by the numbers 1, 5 and 9. This arrow is formed in the middle 
vertical line and it is called arrow of willpower. You will be a 
very stubborn, persistent, argumentative and determined person.  
Withyour firm intentions and perseverance, you will achieve success 
in your work. You will not stop until you achieve your set goal.  
Youwill argue on various topics and give your concrete views.

The presence of the numbers 9 and 7 in your Lakshmi Yantra (Lo-Shu 
Grid) is producing small arrows. You will be a confident and 
positive minded person. You will face difficult situations with a 
calm mind and keep the belief in your mind that whatever happens 
will be good.

The presence of 1 and 7 numbers in your Lakshmi Yantra (Low-Shu 
Grid) leads to the formation of small arrows. You will be highly 
interested in science and discovering the hidden truth. You will be 
interested in uncovering the secrets of this world. You will be so 
busy with your studies that you will be confined to your research 
work.

Your Lakshmi Yantra (Low-Shu Grid) does not have Number 3. You may 
lack self-confidence, due to which you cannot express yourself at 
times. You will have a tendency to underestimate your abilities and 
not express your qualities. You will get less blessings of Gurus  
andGod and you will get success after working hard. You will not be 
able to think properly in times of adversity, which can make it 
difficult to make decisions. You should accept your own worth and 
make a continuous effort to increase your self-confidence and 
self-esteem.

Your Lakshmi Yantra (Low-Shu Grid) does not have Number 4. You may 
lack discipline, order and motivation. You will not be able to work 
according to plan, as a result of which you will not be able to 

Your Full Name - Rishi Pratap Singh (99189 791217 19578) 
Choosen Numberological Method - Modern (Numerary) 

Analysis of Lo-Shu Grid (Laxmi Yantra) - Full Name

Rishi Pratap Singh  (Date of Birth : 18:12:1975 )
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make progress. You should move towards your set goal and develop  
thequalities of patience and tolerance by getting organized and 
bringing changes in your life philosophy. Otherwise, you will not  
beable to take full advantage of your knowledge, family members, 
employees or even contacts.

Your Lakshmi Yantra (Low-Shu Grid) does not have the number 6. You 
can keep your inner feelings hidden from others. You may lack 
material and family happiness and enjoyment. You may find it 
difficult to discharge responsibilities. You can run away from 
responsibilities. While you may have unrealistic desires for 
perfection in family life. Circumstances will give you an 
opportunity to learn to take responsibility. If you accept this,  
youwill receive honor of the highest order.

Number 1 is appearing four times in your Lakshmi Yantra (Low-Shu 
Grid). You will be sensitive and caring. You will not have good  
oralexpression skills. You may find it difficult to stay relaxed. 
You can be quite unintelligible, due to which you can often be 
misunderstood.

Number 2 is appearing once in your Lakshmi Yantra (Low-Shu Grid). 
You will naturally be a good judge for others. You will have a 
supernatural power and the wisdom to see through other people's 
disloyalty. You will be adept at taking out the essence of the  
otherperson in a single glance. You will be very sensitive and 
intuitive. But you can easily get hurt and angry too.

Number 5 is appearing once in your Lakshmi Yantra (Low-Shu Grid). 
You will be the one to encourage and inspire others. You will be 
emotionally stable and balanced. Your kind and caring nature 
encourages others to positively reinforce themselves in a way that 
enables them to achieve and perform much more than they deserve.

Number 7 is appearing thrice in your Lakshmi Yantra (Low-Shu Grid). 
You may have to face great disappointments and setbacks in your  
liferegarding to health, property and money, due to which you can 
often feel sad and which can also be the reason for your strength 
and silence. Though you will suffer, but these miseries and  
failurescan make you very strong and you will also have the  
capacityto develop your vast reserves of inner strength along the 
way of life.

Number 8 is appearing twice in your Lakshmi Yantra (Low-Shu Grid). 
You will be very attentive, perceptive and mindful towards details. 
You would love to learn from your experiences. You may not like to 
learn by relying on what others have to say or the references 

Rishi Pratap Singh  (Date of Birth : 18:12:1975 )
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available. While this is a good quality, it can make you overly 
rigid and inflexible after a certain limit, as a result of which  
youmay find it difficult to change your decisions, plans or 
thoughts.

The number 9 is appearing four or five times in your Lakshmi Yantra 
(Low-Shu Grid). In the last few decades, the number 9 has appeared 
only three times five times, in 1999 on 9, 19 and 29 September, 
while the four times number 9 has appeared many times. You will be 
extremely intelligent and mentally talented. But it can be very 
difficult for you to make adjustments in worldly matters. However, 
there will be a store of immense power and energy within you, whose 
creative use can prove to be very useful for humanity. But you can 
often get lost in your imaginary world and dreams. 

Rishi Pratap Singh  (Date of Birth : 18:12:1975 )
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Your destiny number is 7. You will be a spiritual, introverted, 

Your Destiny Number is 7. 

Your radix number is 9 and its lord is Mars. You may be generous, 
sympathetic, charitable, benevolent, courageous, fearless,  
selfless,aesthetic, affectionate, independent, stubborn, humane, 
spiritual, aggressive, impulsive, broad-minded, strong-willed, 
determined, kind, artistic, stubborn, violent, quarrelsome, and 
short tempered. You will be a person of independent nature and 
desire to be your own boss. You may get involved in many quarrels  
inhousehold life. You will be resourceful and extremely capable of 
exercising complete control over an organization. You will become  
anexcellent warrior or leader and you will have immense courage.  
Youwill have big enemies and they will create opposition and 
conflict. In fights or struggles of life, you may suffer from pain 
like death or you may die. There will also be a possibility of an 
accident due to fire or explosives. You may have to go through many 
surgeries in life. 

Your Root Number (Pshycic Number, Moolank) is 9. 

General Numerological Prediction

Rishi Pratap Singh  (Date of Birth : 18:12:1975 )
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The sum of your mobile number is 8, you may have to do some hard 
work to get success in your work. You can't trust anyone too soon. 
You can make good progress in the field of education. This will  
alsohelp you a lot in earning money. You may get less result 
according to your hard work. However, you will be very rich in  
termsof experience. You may have health related problems due to 
excessive work. Be conscious of your health and do not make a habit 
of taking any problem lightly.

Digit 1 is appearing thrice in your mobile number. You can be a  
veryhard working, enthusiastic and jovial person. You can speak so 
much in the midst of people that no one else can even get a chance 
to speak. Overall you can be very talkative.If the restrictions are 
bypassed, you may be able to do very well. You will be able to 
convey your point in front of anyone very easily. You can be 
comparatively more successful in private business or any  
employment.Your cravings keep on increasing day by day. The people 
working with you will always be 

Your Mobile number is - 9818193410

You may suffer from blood pressure, headache, toothache, 
palpitations, dental disease, wound, burn, cut, accident, and fire 
accident, injury from sword or spear, bomb explosion, accident from 
lightning or gas. 

Health 

You will get success as a Surgeon, Dentist, Medicine, Engineer, CBI 
Officer, Defense Department, Army, Police, Actor, Publisher,  
Writer,Designer, Electronics & Electricity, Real Estate, Land,  
Gems,Mining & Crystal, Director or in the works related to them. 

Favorable Job/Profession - 

esoteric nature, conscious and knowledgeable person. You will do  
anywork in a specific and unique method. You will need exile to 
develop knowledge and learning. Being friends with you can be a 
difficult task for anyone. You would prefer to be with a few close 
friends rather than creating a huge acquaintance circle. Generally, 
you will not like to mix with anyone, but if you have complete  
trustin a person, you will prove to be a good friend. It may seem 
difficult for you to make partnership with people of opposite  
natureto you.You will gradually become solitary and self-centered 
due to not changing yourself according to others and not being able 
to make close relationships with others. 

Rishi Pratap Singh  (Date of Birth : 18:12:1975 )
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happy.

Digit 2 is missing in your mobile number. There may be a lack of 
sweetness in your family relations. There may also be a lack of 
sweetness in family life, employment or the surrounding  
environment.You may be too active. You can be lost in your own 
world. You can hide your weaknesses and to hide your weaknesses,  
youcan do unusual behavior and show more.

Digit 3 is coming once in your mobile number. You will be very  
luckyand your memory will be very good. You will be articulate and 
will be able to create a distinct identity for yourself. You will  
bea person with balanced thoughts. You will achieve success by 
working according to plan with positive thinking. Whatever work you 
take in your hand, you will complete it in any case. You may be 
interested to go deep into any matter and do an in-depth study.

Digit 4 is coming once in your mobile number. You can have a 
positive attitude and feel happy by completing your work on your 
own. You can implement your plans on your own. You can start any 
work according to you and reach it till the end. You will be a  
cleanfreak and may be interested in music and handicrafts. You may 
have a desire to do even the hardest of tasks.

Digit 5 is not present in your mobile number. You may like to stay 
within your circle. You cannot accept any kind of change and you 
cannot be ideologically and mentally balanced. Due to not being 
mentally balanced, you can deviate from your path by coming in the 
words of others. You may suffer from some health related problem. 
You cannot stay on one job for too long. Due to this, your family 
and employment related life can be greatly affected.

Digit 6 is not present in your mobile number. You may run away from 
your responsibilities and golden opportunities may be taken away 
from your life. Many difficulties and problems may have to be faced 
in completing any work. You will get many golden opportunities, but 
may not be able to take advantage of them. Your amenities may be 
lacking. Your way of doing work may also not be good and your 
practicality may be lacking.

Digit 7 is not present in your mobile number. Your life can often  
beturbulent. You may lack in the attainment of child happiness. You 
may go through mental stress. Your faith in God may decrease. There 
is some possibility that you may suffer from kidney related 
diseases, diabetes and urinary disorders. There may be a decrease  
inyour activity. You may like to be alone. You cannot be the one to 
share your troubles with 

Rishi Pratap Singh  (Date of Birth : 18:12:1975 )
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others.

Digit 8 is appearing twice in your mobile number. You can be very 
angry. You should take care of your behavior. Your intentions will 
be strong and it may be very difficult for you to change them. You 
will be a person who likes to learn from your mistakes and 
experiences. You cannot rely too much on others. Once you have made 
a decision in your mind, you may not want to change it. You will be 
a very thoughtful person in terms of name, fame and money.

Digit 9 is appearing twice in your mobile number. You will be an 
idealist. Although you will be very intelligent, others may 
criticize you. You may not like interacting with others too much. 
You can always think of yourself as better than others. You can 
treat other people so well that they can't even expect it from you. 
Sometimes you can behave like great people.

Your mobile number has numbers 1 and 9, which indicate the presence 
of Sun and Mars. You will be rich and prosperous. This yoga is 
perfect for becoming a leader or a minister. You will take higher 
education. You will work independently and work related to fire  
willbe good for you. You can become an engineer, surgeon or 
politician.

Numbers 1 and 8 are present in your mobile number, which indicates 
the presence of Sun and Saturn. You may have differences with your 
father or boss. Obstacles may arise in your path and there may be 
obstruction in the work related to the government.

The numbers 9 and 8 are present in your mobile number. There may be 
mental disturbance in your family, your brothers may oppose you and 
you may have a dispute with them. You will be argumentative, so you 
can become a good lawyer or also do a good job as a doctor or 
engineer.

Digit 98 is coming in your mobile number. You will be an 
argumentative and skeptical person and can become a lawyer.

Digit 18 is coming in your mobile number. Your spouse's health may 
deteriorate. You may have trouble with the government, change in  
jobor may have trouble in job.

Digit 81 is coming in your mobile number. Your spouse's health may 
deteriorate. You may have trouble with the government, change in  
jobor may have trouble in job.

Your mobile number consists of 1, 4 and 8 digits. Because this 

Rishi Pratap Singh  (Date of Birth : 18:12:1975 )
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Ruby, Coral, Blood stone, Garnet 
Favorable Gems - 

Sunday, Tuesday 
Favorable Days - 

April, November 
Favorable Months - 

1, 3, 5, 6, 9 
Favorable Numbers - 

According to the Lakshmi Yantra (Low-Shu Grid), the number of your 
house is 8. Your house favors confident and controlled people who 
have knowledge of their will and goals. It is generally a very 
well-run house and a thriving business can be built here,  
especiallyif it is community-oriented. This house is a good base  
forresponsible people and to maintain your place in the society. 
This house will create an impression in your mind that everything 
will be best in your house. The more in perfect shape and  
attractiveyour home is, the more it will give you security and 
peace. Therefore, in this house, do not let the garbage collect in 
the front garden and do not let the exterior paintwork get spoiled. 
Avoid using heavy frame curtains in this 

Your House number is - A-16

According to Lakshmi Yantra (Low-Shu Grid) your vehicle's number is 
7. Driving a vehicle with this number can cause you to get 
distracted, travel to other worlds and roam your own while enjoying 
the scenery, which can result in you arriving at the wrong 
destination. However, you will find the right place and reach the 
right place. You should concentrate on driving to avoid any kind of 

Your Vehicle number is - UP6599991111

number is for the acquisition of knowledge. Therefore, you will not 
do any work in your life without thinking.

4, 3 and 8 digits are present in your mobile number. You can  
succeedas a leader or a skilled politician. 

Rishi Pratap Singh  (Date of Birth : 18:12:1975 )
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Dark red, red, pink, orange, rose 
Favorable Color - 

Rishi Pratap Singh  (Date of Birth : 18:12:1975 )
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Since your Root number (Date-number) is 9, you are a number 9 
person. As such, you are under the governance of the planet Mars. 
You are therefore very much likely to reflect the qualitative 
characteristics of this planet - which represents strength, power, 
courage, conquest, impatience, etc. This number denotes  
penetration,strife, anger, keenness, energy, enthusiasm, sports, 
enterprise, generation, production, progress, advancement, etc.

Number 9 is three times three; it signifies the triad, trilogy and 
trinity - of creation, preservation and resolution; of force,  
matterand consciousness; of life, substance and intelligence. It 
stands for the three physical dimensions, and three postulates -  
thethinker, the thinking or thought-process, and the person or  
thingthought of/ about. It connects the material world with time  
andspace, and unites the past, present and future. This number has 
self-extensive faculty and signifies penetration, procedure, 
production, generation, growth and volition.

9, and the figures which on numerological addition yields 9 - like 
18, 27, 36, 45, 54, 63, 72, 81, etc age-periods are likely to be 
important or significant in your life in some way or other.

Number 9 is in sympathy with numbers 3 and 6. So, you are  
compatiblewith persons having Root number (Date-number) 9 or 3 or  
6;your relationship with any such person is likely to be friendly, 
sympathetic, and long lasting.

Number 9 is quite antagonistic to numbers 4 and 8. So, you are not 
compatible with persons having Root number (Date-number) 4 or 8; 
your relationship with any such person is likely to be  
unsympathetic- which may even turn inimical. If you ever develop 

Your Root Number (Pshycic Number, Moolank) is 9. 
Your Date of birth is - 18:12:1975. 

Analysis Root Number from Western Numerology

Rishi Pratap Singh  (Date of Birth : 18:12:1975 )
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any relationship with such a person, it may not last long - unless 
there are some modifying influences present in the charts of you 
both people.

You are likely to have more such persons in the circle of your 
friends and acquaintances, whose first name or surname begins with 
the letter K, G, or R. From such persons, you can look forward to 
receiving benefits and/ or active support. You are also likely to 
have good prospect in such places, whose names begin with any of 
these letters.

You are likely to be fond of red, scarlet and crimson colors, and 
these colors are favorable for you. As regards objects, you might  
befond of keen, sharp or pointed things - made of iron and steel,  
oryour profession may have some connection with these. Alternately, 
it may have direct or indirect connection with fire, flame, hotels, 
eating joints, metallurgy, acids, chemicals, machineries, motors, 
electrical goods, etc. 

Rishi Pratap Singh  (Date of Birth : 18:12:1975 )
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According to numerology, your life path no. is 7. This no. shows 
search and attainment of truth. You will possess a clear and 
compelling sense of being yourself a spiritual person. Therefore, 
you will aim at to search unknown power and reveal the mysteries of 
life. You will be well equipped to conduct your task. You will be 
intelligent and analytic thinker. You will possess the great  
abilityof concentration and theoretical insight. You will enjoy 
exploring and deciphering intellectual enigmas. If you get many  
bitsof any mystery at one place, you will make use of your creative 
insight and get to the bottom of problem through practical  
approach.You will enjoy your loneliness and prefer to work alone. 

You will take time to contemplate your ideas without the 
infringement of others' thoughts. You may stay alone by your own 
thoughts and techniques. Therefore, it may be difficult for you to 
form and maintain close relations, particularly conjugal relations. 
You will need your space and privacy in life and you may be 
frustrated and upset when it is infringed. You will be gorgeous and 
enigmatic, when you lead a balanced life. You may be life of  
partiesand will enjoy performing before audiences. You will also 
enjoy putting your knowledge and wit on show, which will attract 
others to you, especially people of opposite sex. But you may have 
distinctive limitations. You will be kind in social circumstances 
and share your ideas and energy freely. You will be completely 
familiar with the need to come off the stage and to return to 
solitude of your lair. 

You will correlate the peace with the modest privacy of world. So, 
it will be difficult for you to establish intimacy because you will 
protect your inner world like an alert and dedicated watchman. 
However, all this isolation and privacy can cause loneliness. You 

Your Destiny Number is 7. 
Your Date of birth is - 18:12:1975. 

Destiny Number (Life Path Number, Bhagyank)

Rishi Pratap Singh  (Date of Birth : 18:12:1975 )
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may be aware of a void in your life and a part of your desire for 
company and close companionship may remain unsatisfied. If this 
isolation goes beyond extreme, you may turn suspicious and 
skeptical. You may develop secreted selfish intentions, which may  
befelt by others and this may cause inconvenience to others around 
you. 

You must guard against too reserved and independent by discarding 
love of others and keeping you away from experiencing the true joy 
of friendship and close companionship. You must guard against 
self-centeredness and egocentricity, thinking yourself as the  
centerof the universe. Social associations make you aware of 
yourself and life, while too much seclusion can make you too narrow 
minded and isolate you from rest of world. Inwardly, you may feel 
jealous of relations easily made by others. 

You may observe others less self-conscious than you or freer to 
express themselves. You may harshly criticize yourself for not  
beingmore powerful, expressive or great leader. It may be challenge 
for you to maintain your freedom without sensing isolation or 
inadequacy. You have considerable potential for being successful  
andattaining advancement in life as well as to learn, analyze and 
explore the mysteries of life.you may reach a new high of life in 
fields of science, business, insurance, religion and research  
works.

Rishi Pratap Singh  (Date of Birth : 18:12:1975 )
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Expression no. shows your physical and mental constitution. It 
reveals the goal or orientation of your life. It is also known as 
fate number. because it corresponds to a lifetime goal which you 
have set. It is symbol of your talents, potentials, characteristics 
and shortcomings.

According to numerology, your Name Number (Expression Number) is 3. 
You will be optimistic, positive, inspirational and cheerful. You 
will be imaginative, emotional and expressive. All of these 
qualities show your great creative talent. Your verbal skills may 
offer you success in fields of writing, theater, music and comedy. 
Hard work and concentration will be the keys of your tremendous 
success in life. If you lose your confidence to chase undertakings, 
you may scatter your abilities. You will be successful in matters 
related to love, romance and wealth. Your friends and admirers will 
offer you their hands. You may be moody, intolerant and  
pretentious.You will possess natural abilities to achieve excellent 
success. 

Your Name Number (Expression Number) is - 3 
Your Full Name - Rishi Pratap Singh (99189 791217 19578) 

Choosen Numberological Method - Modern (Numerary) 

Analysing Name Number (Expression Number)

Rishi Pratap Singh  (Date of Birth : 18:12:1975 )
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According to numerology, your birth day no. is 18. You will be a 
born leader and have skills to motivate and organize others. You 
will be highly creative and open minded and have excellent 
understanding of people. You will be able to express your  
sentimentswell. You will be very calm and refined. You will have 
sacrificial spirit and you will make money through service oriented 
deeds. 

Your Birth Day Number is - 18. 
Your Date of birth is - 18:12:1975. 

Analysing Birth Day Number

Rishi Pratap Singh  (Date of Birth : 18:12:1975 )
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Heart's Desire Number represents your innermost desire and  
heartiestdreams. It indicates your main inspiration or general 
intention behind your many acts. This no. influences your every  
partof your life, like career, environment, life style and 
friendship. 

According to numerology, your Heart's Desire Number is 2. You will 
look for peace and harmony in every quarter of your life. You will 
want to dedicate your life for some person or thing. You may easily 
fall in love. You will be very sensitive and emotional. You will 
expect comfort and security. Often you may hesitate to utilize your 
power in face of someone's aggressiveness. You should be more 
determined. You will have refined taste and be connoisseur. You  
willlove music and have musical talent. You will be very diplomatic 
and tactful. You will want to accomplish things through persuasion. 
You will dislike force and orders. You will best perform in 
supportive role and guide people in calm and modest but essential 
ways. 

Your Heart's Desire Number is - 2 
Your Full Name - Rishi Pratap Singh ( 9 9 1 1 9 ) 
Choosen Numberological Method - Modern (Numerary) 

Analysing Heart's Desire Number

Rishi Pratap Singh  (Date of Birth : 18:12:1975 )
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Personality reflects the real nature of a person. It differentiates 
one from others and provides general information about you to 
others. However, your personality put narrow and protective 
information in the picture about your entire and real nature, but  
itis the first impression about you that people first get of you.

According to numerology, your Personality number is 1. You will  
glowwith liveliness and efficient energy. You will appear  
controlledand able. You will give importance to courage and effort 
in face of challenges. You will be recognized as a leader and do 
things according to your own ideas. You will be risk taker,  
originaland considerably creative. You will be fashionable, but  
haveyour own style. Light and bright colours will give you 
attractive look. Straight lines and square corners will enhance  
yourphysique and allure your appearance as a leader. 

Your Personality Number is - 1 
Your Full Name - Rishi Pratap Singh (9 18 79 2 7 1 578) 

Choosen Numberological Method - Modern (Numerary) 

Analysing Personality Number

Rishi Pratap Singh  (Date of Birth : 18:12:1975 )
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Karmic lesson number shows those areas or aspects of life, where  
youare weak. You should face them and try to overcome your 
weaknesses.

According to numerology, your Karmic lesson Number is 3. You will  
behighly self critical. You will find yourself at center of your 
attention all the time. You should try to make yourself tension or 
burden free. You should direct your efforts to control and contain 
yourself; otherwise it may prevent you from doing what you truly 
enjoy in life. You will be very sensitive. You should learn to be 
more optimistic and cheerful.

According to numerology, your Karmic lesson Number is 4. You may be 
confused about the direction of your life. You should develop a 
systematic and disciplined approach. You should seek to build 
foundation of your life, otherwise you may face problems during 
changes. You may be somewhat impractical and unorganized. You may 
try to find the solutions of life's problems outside yourself, 
rather than inside. You will need to enhance your concentration and 
practicality.

According to numerology, your Karmic lesson Number is 6. Commitment 
and responsibility to others will be a major issue for you. You may 
face problems committing to marriage and other important personal 
relations. You may feel isolated and alone because of taking 
relations at face value. You should learn to form sincere 
relationships and to sacrifice, when it is required.

Your Karmic Lesson Number(s) are - 3, 4, 6 
Your Full Name - Rishi Pratap Singh (99189 791217 19578) 

Choosen Numberological Method - Modern (Numerary) 

Analysing Karmic Lesson Number(s)

Rishi Pratap Singh  (Date of Birth : 18:12:1975 )
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Hidden passion gives new height to your personality and directs  
yourlife. It intensifies your desire to develop and to express 
particular potential for improve life.

According to numerology, your Hidden Passion Number is 9. you will 
be compassionate, generous and heartiest. You will have gift of 
artistic talent. You will possess intense desire to acquire insight 
and universal knowledge. You will be emotional, but your feelings 
may not always substantial. You may chase dreams and ideals without 
being practical. You will be very self-dependent and want to do  
yourwork on own. 

Your Hidden Passion Number is - 9 
Your Full Name - Rishi Pratap Singh (99189 791217 19578) 

Choosen Numberological Method - Modern (Numerary) 

Analysing Hidden Passion Number

Rishi Pratap Singh  (Date of Birth : 18:12:1975 )
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Short name has lesser influence than full name. But it often 
compensates in some way or other for the numbers those are missing 
or out of balance in full name. Short Name Number (Minor Expression 
Number) focuses and intensifies existing characteristics or latent 
talents.

According to numerology, your Short Name Number (Minor Expression 
Number) is 9. You will be concerned with welfare of others and have 
intense desire to serve the humane in direct way. You will be able 
to communicate and understand all type of people in a better way. 
You will have gift of artistic talent and your vision will be wide. 

Short Name Number (Minor Expression Number) is - 9 
Your Short Name - Chunnu (383553) 

Choosen Numberological Method - Modern (Numerary) 

Analysing Short Name Number (Minor Expression 
Number)

Rishi Pratap Singh  (Date of Birth : 18:12:1975 )
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Heart's Desire Number represents your innermost desire and  
heartiestdreams. It indicates your main inspiration or general 
intention behind your many acts. This no. influences your every  
partof your life, like career, environment, life style and 
friendship. 

According to numerology, your Heart's Desire Number is 6. you will 
be directed to help and care of your dear ones. You will be very 
much family oriented. You will love your home and family and work 
hard for their well being and safety. You love for your family and 
friends will be source of your happiness, but at times you may be 
unhappy. You will be very loyal and rarely let anybody down. You 
will be generous and forgiving. You will be able to ignore biggest 
mistakes of other. You will be sympathetic, patient and emotional. 
You will have gift of artistic talent and art will be source of  
yourpleasure and satisfaction. However, you may not be too  
confidentabout your potential. You will be mainly sensitive to your 
environment. 

Your Minor Heart's Desire Number is - 6 
Your Short Name - Chunnu ( 3 3) 

Choosen Numberological Method - Modern (Numerary) 

Analysing Minor Heart's Desire Number

Rishi Pratap Singh  (Date of Birth : 18:12:1975 )
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Minor Personality number provides additional information about how 
you present yourself in outer world. It manifests those aspects of 
your personality with which you feel more comfortable and ease.

According to numerology, your Minor Personality number is 3. Your 
knowledge and radiant personality will make you life of parties.  
Youwill be optimistic and extrovert. You will praise beautiful 
apparel and ornaments and also like to dress up yourself. You will 
be romantic, and fall in and out of love quickly. You will be 
affectionate and provider. You will be fortunate, and will keep 
getting opportunities through out life. Hard work and self 
discipline will central to your success in life. 

Your Minor Personality Number is - 3 
Your Short Name - Chunnu (38 55 ) 

Choosen Numberological Method - Modern (Numerary) 

Analysing Minor Personality Number

Rishi Pratap Singh  (Date of Birth : 18:12:1975 )
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Every person in this is not perfect. All have both strengths and 
weaknesses. Good qualities work as strength of human, while faults 
or inadequacies cause failure. Numerology converts these weaknesses 
into our strengths and augments our talents. It helps to make us 
complete human beings. Every human faces four types of challenges 
through out ones life. However, some people face same challenges 
again and again, while others may face different challenges.

First challenge arises in early part of life, and subsists till 
beginning of mid life. 

According to numerology, your challenge no. is 6. You will have 
intense desire to serve others. you will be influential and 
virtuous. Facing distorted idealism will be a challenge for you. 
Your ideals may cause troubles in others' life. You may lack 
gratitude. You will have to maintain a balanced outlook between  
youridealism and your resistance to personal changes. 

Your Challange Number 1 is - 6 
Your Date of birth is - 18:12:1975 

Analysing Challange Number - 1

Rishi Pratap Singh  (Date of Birth : 18:12:1975 )
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Every person in this is not perfect. All have both strengths and 
weaknesses. Good qualities work as strength of human, while faults 
or inadequacies cause failure. Numerology converts these weaknesses 
into our strengths and augments our talents. It helps to make us 
complete human beings. Every human faces four types of challenges 
through out ones life. However, some people face same challenges 
again and again, while others may face different challenges.

Second challenge crops up in the middle part of life. 

According to numerology, your challenge no. is 5. You may not be 
stable and wander. You should control your desire to change every 
situation that does not immediately suit you. You should stick with 
projects. You must try to establish and maintain long term 
relationships. You must avoid pitfall of overindulgence, such as 
food, drugs and sex. 

Your Challange Number 2 is - 5 
Your Date of birth is - 18:12:1975 

Analysing Challange Number - 2

Rishi Pratap Singh  (Date of Birth : 18:12:1975 )
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Every person in this is not perfect. All have both strengths and 
weaknesses. Good qualities work as strength of human, while faults 
or inadequacies cause failure. Numerology converts these weaknesses 
into our strengths and augments our talents. It helps to make us 
complete human beings. Every human faces four types of challenges 
through out ones life. However, some people face same challenges 
again and again, while others may face different challenges.

Third challenge is unique and major. It is experienced by human 
beings through out their life. It is more effective than other 
challenges.

According to numerology, your challenge no. is 1. You will be  
forcedto struggle for yourself and your rights, so you should learn 
to be independent. You should be firm your decisions and trust 
these. You should be an individual rather than being a face of 
crowd. You will follow your traditions and develop new and original 
ideas. 

Your Challange Number 3 is - 1 
Your Date of birth is - 18:12:1975 

Analysing Challange Number - 3

Rishi Pratap Singh  (Date of Birth : 18:12:1975 )
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Every person in this is not perfect. All have both strengths and 
weaknesses. Good qualities work as strength of human, while faults 
or inadequacies cause failure. Numerology converts these weaknesses 
into our strengths and augments our talents. It helps to make us 
complete human beings. Every human faces four types of challenges 
through out ones life. However, some people face same challenges 
again and again, while others may face different challenges.

Fourth challenge starts from last part of mid life and lasts for 
rest of life. 

According to numerology, your challenge no. is 1. You will be  
forcedto struggle for yourself and your rights, so you should learn 
to be independent. You should be firm your decisions and trust 
these. You should be an individual rather than being a face of 
crowd. You will follow your traditions and develop new and original 
ideas. 

Your Challange Number 4 is - 1 
Your Date of birth is - 18:12:1975 

Analysing Challange Number - 4

Rishi Pratap Singh  (Date of Birth : 18:12:1975 )
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Rishi Pratap Singh  (Date of Birth : 18:12:1975 )
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According to Lakshmi Yantra (Low-Shu Grid), this year will prove 
to be a year for you to start energy, enthusiasm and new work. 
This year you can start many tasks at once and you will be full 
of energy and enthusiasm to complete them all. Whatever work you 
start this year, it will be important for many years to come. You 
will feel a lot of enthusiasm, energy and strength within you 
this year as compared to the last many years.

Color : Light Red, Almond Color, Pink || Deity : Hanuman, Surya 
|| Metal : Copper, Gold, Golden || Body Parts : Bone || Article : 
Molasses, Saffron, Coral, Red Sandal || Cereals : Wheat, Lentil 
Pulse || Liquid : Ghee || Flower : Rose, Red Lotus || Fragrance : 
Myrtle, Rose's Perfume

Favorable/Auspicious things for Year

Yearly Predictions (49)

(18:12:2023--17:12:2024)

Personal Year - 1

Lo-Shu Grid (Varsha)Lo-Shu Grid (Birth)

8 1 -

- - 2

3 - -

3

2

8 1 -

- 9 2

- 5 7
3
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According to Lakshmi Yantra (Low-shoe Grid), this year is 
indicating you to wait patiently in your field of work. This year 
will be a bit slow and delayed. However, waiting patiently is a 
difficult task, but while you could have started many tasks in 
Personal Year 1, time and energy is meaningless in Personal Year 
2. This year is apt for you to wait patiently, depend on your 
intuition and enjoy fun with your loved ones. By doing this you 
will see that you have reached your path or place by the end of 
the year. Individual Year 2 verifies all tasks as management. So, 
it would be better if you proceed normally.

Color : White, Milky, Cream Color || Deity : Shiva, Saraswati, 
Parvati || Metal : Silver, White Metal || Body Parts : Blood || 
Article : Camphor, Loaf Sugar, Ivory || Cereals : Rice || Liquid 
: Milk, Curd || Flower : Champa, Jasmine, Kadamb, White Lotus || 
Fragrance : Fragrant Screw Pine

Favorable/Auspicious things for Year

Yearly Predictions (50)

(18:12:2024--17:12:2025)

Personal Year - 2

Lo-Shu Grid (Varsha)Lo-Shu Grid (Birth)

8 1 -

4 - 2

- - -

3

2

8 1 -

- 9 2

- 5 7
3
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According to the Lakshmi Yantra (Low-Shu Grid), this year is 
joyous, enjoyable and pleasing as well as indicating hard work. 
Although this year your mind will be more attracted towards 
activities of merriment and if you want, you can take leave for 
these works for the whole year, but it is not possible to do so, 
you will have to work hard. This year you will also take interest 
in short term tasks. This year is good to focus on your present 
work or you can entertain by starting new work, spending time 
with old friends and making new friends.

Color : Yellow, Cloudy, Anjiri || Deity : Vishnu, Brahma || Metal 
: Gold || Body Parts : Brain || Article : Turmeric, Salt, Saffron 
|| Cereals : Yellow Pulse || Liquid : Ghee || Flower : Yellow 
Oleander || Fragrance : Musk, Saffron

Favorable/Auspicious things for Year

Yearly Predictions (51)

(18:12:2025--17:12:2026)

Personal Year - 3

Lo-Shu Grid (Varsha)Lo-Shu Grid (Birth)

8 1 -

- - 2

- 5 -

3

2

8 1 -

- 9 2

- 5 7
3
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According to Lakshmi Yantra (Low-Shu Grid), this year is the year 
to concentrate the mind and earn success through hard work with 
seriousness. You have made fun last year, now this year is saying 
that you should set a special goal for yourself and start working 
with dedication and hard work. If you do this, you will see that 
by the end of the year you will have achieved your goal and you 
will feel happy about your achievement. But if you do not go 
ahead with setting goals in advance, then this year will seem 
difficult, chaotic and bound by limits. Probably for this reason 
people consider personal year 4 as the most difficult year of 
Kalachakra.

Color : Gray or Blue, Light Bright Color || Deity : Ganapati || 
Metal : Brass, Mixed Metal, Aluminium || Body Parts : Nerves || 
Article : Dhoop, Guggul || Cereals : Wheat || Liquid : Curd || 
Flower : Pandanus || Fragrance : Cuscus

Favorable/Auspicious things for Year

Yearly Predictions (52)

(18:12:2026--17:12:2027)

Personal Year - 4

Lo-Shu Grid (Varsha)Lo-Shu Grid (Birth)

8 1 6

- - 2

- - -

3

2

8 1 -

- 9 2

- 5 7
3
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According to the Lakshmi Yantra (Low-Shu Grid), this year is full 
of variations and is the best year to bring about a change in 
your life. This year you have to prepare yourself for any sudden 
event. With this, you will get success in completing such 
seemingly impossible tasks, which you would not have even 
imagined. This year you are not satisfied with any area of your 
life like home, country, livelihood, spouse or partner etc. You 
can also travel long distances this year.

Color : Green || Deity : Ganapati, Satyanarayan || Metal : Brass, 
Gold || Body Parts : Skin || Article : Musk || Cereals : Kidney 
Beans (Whole) || Liquid : Mercury || Flower : Green Rose, 
Neelkamal || Fragrance : Cuscus, Majmua

Favorable/Auspicious things for Year

Yearly Predictions (53)

(18:12:2027--17:12:2028)

Personal Year - 5

Lo-Shu Grid (Varsha)Lo-Shu Grid (Birth)

8 1 -

- - 2

- - 7

3

2

8 1 -

- 9 2

- 5 7
3
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According to the Lakshmi Yantra (Low-Shu Grid), this year is for 
the household. This year, you can settle your house by getting 
married, you can increase your family by producing children. This 
year is also good for changing the house or renovation of the 
house to make something new. This year is also good for spending 
pleasant time with your loved ones. Apart from this, this year is 
also suitable for getting divorce. Therefore, if you have a 
pleasant relationship with someone, then you can make that 
relationship permanent by getting married this year or if you are 
not able to get into harmony with your spouse, then you can also 
get divorced from him. This year is good for both.

Color : Bright White, Light Bright, Sky Blue || Deity : Santoshi 
Mata, Laxmi || Metal : Silver, Platinum || Body Parts : Sperm || 
Article : Sugar Candy || Cereals : Rice || Liquid : Milk, Curd || 
Flower : Jasmine, Champa, Kadamb || Fragrance : Tuberose, Myrtle

Favorable/Auspicious things for Year

Yearly Predictions (54)

(18:12:2028--17:12:2029)

Personal Year - 6

Lo-Shu Grid (Varsha)Lo-Shu Grid (Birth)

8 1 -

- - 2

- - -

3

2 2

8 1 -

- 9 2

- 5 7
3
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